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Abstract
This paper presents a trajectory planning strategy for maintaining the tool positioning accuracy in high speed cornering applications. A 3D
contour error estimation algorithm is presented for determining the geometric deviation from arbitrarily shaped toolpaths. Two spline fitting
strategies are developed for smoothening sharp corners. The under-corner approach reduces the toolpath length, and therefore the cornering
time. This technique yields successful results when used with a high bandwidth servo controller (such as sliding mode control), capable of
accurately tracking the commanded toolpath. The over-corner approach is based on stretching out the sharp corner with a smooth curve,
which counteracts the ‘undercut’ caused by the large phase lag in low bandwidth servo controllers (such as P–PI control). The cornering
feedrate is adjusted in the Virtual CNC platform, developed in the first part of this article, to ensure that contour error violation does not
occur. The achieved cornering accuracy is verified in experiments, which are in close agreement with predictions obtained with the Virtual
CNC.
q 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Virtual machining; CNC; Contour error; Spline interpolation

1. Introduction
Maintaining the contouring accuracy at high feedrates is
vital to preserving the tolerance integrity of parts produced
with high speed machining. Contour errors originate from
servo tracking errors in the individual axes (Fig. 1), which
become prevalent when trying to track reference trajectories
with high frequency content and high torque demands
beyond the actuators’ limits. Examples of this are
machining circular arcs with very small radius at high
feedrates or turning around sharp corners, where large
transients in position, velocity, and acceleration commands
occur. The look-ahead functionality in CNC systems has
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been developed to alleviate this problem to a certain extent,
by ensuring that acceleration commands in the interpolated
trajectory never exceed the drives’ dynamic capability [1],
following similar research conducted in time-optimal
trajectory generation for robots [2] and machine tools [3].
However, limiting the magnitude of acceleration or torque is
not sufficient for guaranteeing the tracking, and therefore
the contouring accuracy. To address this problem, Altintas
and Erkorkmaz have proposed feedrate optimization that
also considers jerk limits in the individual axes [4], helping
indirectly maintain the tracking error within a certain
tolerance while reducing the cycle time. Still, specifying
torque and jerk limits are not sufficient on their own for
guaranteeing the contouring accuracy of a drive system, as
additional factors such as friction, backlash, and structural
resonances play an important role in determining the overall
dynamic performance [5]. In this paper, a contouring
strategy is developed which takes advantage of the Virtual
CNC’s ability to accurately predict contour errors in the
presence of the above mentioned factors, and applies
corrective measures by modifying the toolpath and
adjusting the feedrate, so that sharp corners can be traveled
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Fig. 1. Contour error originating from servo tracking errors.

in minimum time without violating the specified toolpath
tolerance.
Accurate estimation of the contour error plays an
important role in taking necessary corrective action either
in the control law [6], or in feedrate planning [7], in order to
improve the accuracy of high speed contouring operations.
Koren [6,8] indicated that the contour error for tracking
linear and circular toolpaths could be formulated as a
function of the axis tracking errors, and based his crosscoupling controller, which works to directly reduce the
contouring error, on this principle. For the contour error
estimation technique to work with curved toolpaths, the
analytical expression of the toolpath has to be known in
advance. Later, Erkorkmaz and Altintas [9] developed a
real-time contour error estimation method for arbitrarily
shaped toolpaths, which does not require analytical knowledge of the toolpath. This technique is based on
reconstructing the reference contour from commanded
positions, and evaluating the shortest distance between the
desired contour and the actual tool position. This method
has been adopted in this article, for evaluating the
contouring accuracy achieved with the proposed trajectory
modification scheme.
One possible solution for tracking cornered toolpaths is
to replace the sharp corner with a smooth curve, as has been
applied in robotics literature. Jouaneh et al. [10] indicated
that sharp cornered paths usually take more time to track,
since the manipulator has to come to a full stop at the corner.
They solved this problem by replacing the corner with a
circular arc. Later, they improved the methodology by using
a double clothoid curve instead of a circular arc, to further
smoothen the motion transition [11,12]. Kanayama and
Miyake [13] also used a double clothoid to smoothen the
motion transition at the corners in trajectory planning for
mobile robots. Another innovative idea for accurately
turning sharp corners was proposed by Weck and Ye [14],
which consisted of low pass filtering the motion commands
before applying them to a high bandwidth servo controller
with feedforward action. This has a similar effect to
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geometrically smoothening out the sharp corners. One
disadvantage of this strategy is its close dependence on the
drive dynamics, and the necessity of re-adjusting the low
pass filter for different cornering feedrates.
In this paper, the smooth transition at sharp corners is
achieved with a quintic spline instead of a clothoid curve.
Spline trajectory generation techniques have been widely
studied for machining complex sculptured surfaces such as
aerospace parts, dies and molds. The nearly arc length
parameterization scheme developed by Wang and Yang
[15] has been used, so that the resulting curve closely
follows the specified geometric tangent and normal (i.e.
curvature) boundary conditions. The recursive interpolation
scheme developed by Erkorkmaz and Altintas [16] has been
used for smoothly interpolating the toolpath without
feedrate fluctuation.
Henceforth, the paper is organized as follows. The
contour error estimation technique implemented in the
Virtual CNC is presented in Section 2. This is followed by
the development of toolpath modification and feedrate
adjustment schemes, presented in Section 3. Simulation and
experimental results, verifying the effectiveness of the
proposed contouring strategy are presented in Section 4.
The paper is concluded in Section 5.

2. Contour error estimation
In order to evaluate the geometric deviation between the
desired and actual toolpaths, an algorithm for accurately
estimating the contour error in 3D Cartesian space is
presented. This method does not pose any restriction on the
type of toolpath geometry (such as linear, circular, or spline)
and uses the basic idea of finding the shortest orthogonal
distance between the reference toolpath and the actual tool
position [9]. The nearest reference segment is used in
estimating the contour error. Considering Fig. 2, where P
is the actual tool position, Ri is the nearest reference point,
the contour error 3 is estimated by considering the three
possible cases based on the region the actual tool position
falls into:
Case 1: Contour error is estimated using the previous
closest reference path segment RiK1 Ri
Case 2: Contour error is estimated using the next closest
reference path segment Ri RiC1
Case 3: Contour error is estimated using the closest
reference point Ri
In regions 1 and 2, the contour error is obtained by
computing the orthogonal distance between the actual tool
position P, and the closest reference command segment
(RiK1 Ri or Ri RiC1 ). In region 3, where the contour error is not
!
orthogonal to either RiK1 Ri or Ri RiC1 , the vector Ri P is taken
as the contour error.
The three regions are bounded by the normal surfaces
of the path segment vectors, and the bi-normal surface of
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Fig. 2. Different cases for contour error estimation.

Bi ðx; y; zÞ Z ðrx;i C rx;iC1 Þ$ðxKxi Þ C ðry;i C ry;iC1 Þ

the angle :RiK1RiRiC1. The reference points RiK1(xiK1,
yiK1,ziK1), Ri(xi,yi,zi), and RiC1(xiC1,yiC1,ziC1) are generated by the position command interpolator, hence are
available for contour error estimation. The normalized path
segment vectors are defined as,

!ðyKyi Þ C ðrz;i C rz;iC1 Þ$ðzKzi Þ Z 0

(4)

Hence, the bounds of the three regions are identified in
Eqs. (3) and (4). The actual tool position P is classified into
9
!
RiK1 Ri
ðxi KxiK1 Þ$i C ðyi KyiK1 Þ$j C ðzi KziK1 Þ$k
>
>
>
^ri Z !
Z pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ Z rx;i $i C ry;i $j C rz;i $k
>
>
2
2
2
=
ðxi KxiK1 Þ C ðyi KyiK1 Þ C ðzi KziK1 Þ
jjRiK1 Ri jj
(1)

!
>
Ri RiC1
ðxiC1 Kxi Þ$i C ðyiC1 Kyi Þ$j C ðziC1 Kzi Þ$k
>
>
r^iC1 Z 
Z rx;iC1 $i C ry;iC1 $j C rz;iC1 $k >
>
! Z pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
;
ðx Kx Þ2 C ðy Ky Þ2 C ðz Kz Þ2
jjR R jj
i iC1

iC1

i

iC1

i

iC1

The position vector p from the closest reference point
Ri(xi,yi,zi) to the actual tool position P(xp,yp,zp) is,
!
p Z Ri P Z ðxp Kxi Þ$i C ðyp Kyi Þ$j C ðzp Kzi Þ$k
Z px $i C py $j C pz $k

(2)

i

the given regions as follows:
if :RiK1 Ri RiC1 s1808 ði:e: r^i C r^iC1 s0Þ then :
8
Region I* if Bi ðxp ; yp ; zp Þ! 0&Ni ðxp ; yp ; zp Þ% 0
>
<
Region II* if Bi ðxp ; yp ; zp ÞR 0&NiC1 ðxp ; yp ; zp ÞR 0
>
:
Region III* if Ni ðxp ; yp ; zp ÞO 0&NiC1 ðxp ; yp ; zp Þ! 0
otherwise :
(
Region III* if Ni ðxp ; yp ; zp ÞO 0&NiC1 ðxp ; yp ; zp Þ! 0

9
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
=
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
;

The normal surfaces Ni and NiC1, perpendicular to the
path segment vectors r^i and r^iC1 respectively, are defined as,
9
Ni ðx; y; zÞ Z rx;i $ðxKxi Þ C ry;i $ðyKyi Þ
>
>
=
Crz;i $ðzKzi Þ Z 0
(3)
NiC1 ðx; y; zÞ Z rx;iC1 $ðxKxi Þ C ry;iC1 $ðyKyi Þ >
>
;
Crz;iC1 $ðzKzi Þ Z 0

2.1. Regions I and II

The bi-normal surface Bi of the angle :RiK1RiRiC1 is
defined as follows,

If the actual tool position falls into Region I or II, the
contour error is estimated as follows

Region II* otherwise

(5)

Fig. 3. Contour error estimation in Regions I and II.
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Considering Fig. 3, the projection p 0 of the position
vector p onto the closest normalized path segment r^c is
obtained as,
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the basis curve, due to its smoothness and near arc-length
parameterization capability. General formulation for quintic
toolpath generation is presented in Section 3.1. This is
followed by parameterization methods developed for
determining the add-in spline (Section 3.2), consisting of
the under and over-corner approaches. Scheduling of
feedrate in order to avoid contour error violation is
explained in Section 3.3.

Projection0p0 ð^rc $pÞ^rc Zðrxc px Cryc py Crzc pz Þðrxc iCryc jCrzc kÞ
(
)
r^ c Z^ri *inRegionI
where
r^ c Z^riC1 *inRegionII
(6)

3.1. Quintic spline toolpath generation
Following the projection, the contour error vector 3Ð is
obtained by subtracting the projection p 0 from the position
vector p as,
3 Z 3x $i C 3y $j C 3z $k Z pKp 0

(7)

and its magnitude is computed as,
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
contour error Z jj3jj Z 32x C 32y C 32z

(8)

In quintic spline toolpath generation, the objective is to
connect a series of reference knots (i.e. control knots) with a
series of fifth-order polynomial segments. These segments
are constructed in such a way that continuity of the first and
second derivatives are preserved at the knots, resulting in an
overall C2 composite curve. The spline toolpath generation
process consists of parameterization and interpolation steps.

3.1.1. Parameterization
Considering Fig. 5, a quintic spline segment Si connecting
the
two control knots Ri(xi,yi,zi) and RiC1(xiC1, yiC1,ziC1) is
If the actual tool position P falls into Region III, the
!
expressed
in Cartesian space by a fifth-order polynomial as
contour error is estimated as the vector Ri P :
9
For Region III0 3 Z 3x $i C 3y $j C 3z $k y RÐi P Z p Z px $i C py $j C pz $k =
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
(9)
;
where0 contouring error Z jj3jj Z p2 C p2 C p2
2.2. Region III

x

y

z

follows,
Si ðuÞ ZAi u5 C Bi u4 C Ci u3 C Di u2 C Ei u C Fi*

3. Smoothening of sharp corners

where u 2½0; li  and

The proposed cornering technique consists of smoothening out sharp transitions in the toolpath with an add-in spline
2

Sxi ðuÞ

3

6
7
Si ðuÞ Z 4 Syi ðuÞ 5;
Szi ðuÞ

2

Axi

3

6 7
Ai Z 4 Ayi 5;
Azi

2

Bxi

3

6 7
Bi Z 4 Byi 5;

2

Cxi

3

6
7
Ci Z 4 Cyi 5;

Bzi

(Fig. 4), which allows corners to be turned while
maintaining a continuous feedrate profile. This feature is
exploited for improving either the accuracy or the speed of
cornering operations. The quintic spline has been chosen as

Czi

2

Dxi

3

6
7
Di Z 4 Dyi 5;
Dzi

2

Exi

3

6 7
Ei Z 4 Eyi 5;
Ezi

(10)

39
Fxi >
=
6 7
Fi Z 4 Fyi 5
>
;
Fzi
(11)
2

Sxi, Syi, and Szi are the axis position polynomials for the ith
spline segment. Ai, Bi,.,Fi are the coefficient vectors
defining the spline toolpath in the x, y, and z coordinates. u

Fig. 4. Smoothening out sharp corners with spline fitting.
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Fig. 5. Composite quintic spline defined by N control knots.

is the spline parameter and li is the spline parameter range,
length parameterization scheme devised by Wang and Yang
[15] is adopted, which is obtained by setting the geometric
that inclusively bounds the maximum value u can have in the
arc increment ds equal to the parameter increment du at the
ith segment. Since there are six unknown coefficients in the
mid-point of each segment:
quintic toolpath definition in Eq. (10), six boundary


qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ds
l
ds
u Z i j Z 1; where :
Z ð5Axi u4 C . C Exi Þ2 C ð5Ayi u4 C . C Eyi Þ2 C ð5Azi u4 C . C Ezi Þ2
(14)
j
du
du
2
conditions are required to evaluate them. These boundary
conditions are the vector coordinates (pi, piC1) of the two
consecutive knots, and the first and second derivatives, (ti,
tiC1) and (ni, niC1) in the mentioned order. Differentiating
Eq. (10) with respect to the spline parameter u gives the first
and second derivative profiles of the quintic spline as,
9
dSi ðuÞ
>
Z 5Ai u4 C4Bi u3 C 3Ci u2 C 2Di u C Ei >
>
>
du
=
(12)
2
>
d Si ðuÞ
3
2
>
>
Z
20A
u
C
12B
u
C
6C
u
C
2D
>
i
i
i
i
;
du2
By substituting the boundary conditions into Eqs. (10) and
(12), the spline coefficients Ai, Bi,.,Fi, are analytically
solved as [17]

9
2
3
>
>
14
1
>
>
Ai Z 5 6ðpiC1 Kpi ÞK3ðtiC1 Cti Þ$li C ðniC1 Kni Þ$l2i 5
>
>
>
2
li
>
>
2
0
1 3>
>
>
>
>
>
14
3
>
2
Bi Z 4 K15ðpiC1 Kpi ÞCð7tiC1 C8ti Þ$li K@niC1 K ni A$li 5 >
>
>
>
2
li
>
>
2
0
1 3>
>
=
14
1
3
25
@
A
n K n $li >
Ci Z 3 10ðpiC1 Kpi ÞKð4tiC1 C6ti Þ$li C
>
2 iC1 2 i
li
>
>
>
>
>
>
1
>
>
Di Z ni
>
>
>
2
>
>
>
>
>
Ei Zti
>
>
>
>
>
>
;
Fi Zpi
(13)

For the first and second derivatives (dSi/du and d2Si/du2)
on the spline to correspond to the geometric tangent and
normal vectors, the spline parameter u has to be
parameterized as closely as possible to the real arc length
s shown in Fig. 5. In order to achieve this, the nearly arc-

Substituting the toolpath coefficients from Eq. (13) and
re-arranging Eq. (14) yields the below quartic expression
for the spline parameter range li:
a0 l4i C a1 l3i C a2 l2i C a3 li C a4 Z 0
where
9
>
>
>
>
>
>
T
>
a1 ZK28ðniC1 Kni Þ ðtiC1 C ti Þ
>
>
>
>
>
T
a2 ZK1024 C 196ðtiC1 C ti Þ ðtiC1 C ti Þ =
a0 Z ðniC1 Kni ÞT ðniC1 Kni Þ

C120ðpiC1 Kpi ÞT ðniC1 Kni Þ
a3 ZK1680ðpiC1 Kpi ÞT ðtiC1 C ti Þ
a4 Z 3600ðpiC1 Kpi ÞT ðpiC1 Kpi Þ

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
;

(15)

Given the boundary conditions of pi, piC1, ti, tiC1, and
ni, niC1, the above polynomial is efficiently solved using
Newton–Raphson iteration. The initial guess for li is taken
as the p
chord
length between consecutive control knots, i.e.
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
2
2
linit
Z
ðx
iC1 Kxi Þ C ðyiC1 Kyi Þ C ðziC1 Kzi Þ . Once the
i
parameter range li converges, the spline coefficients are
calculated using Eq. (13). In order to schedule the feed
motion correctly on top of the spline toolpath, the arc length
Sk of each segment is integrated numerically. This is
achieved by dividing the segment into Mk (R100)
subdivisions, proportional to its parameter length, computing the corresponding axis positions:
9
xk;j Z Axk ðj$DuÞ5 C Bxk ðj$DuÞ4 C . C Fxk >
>
=
5
4
yk;j Z Ayk ðj$DuÞ C Byk ðj$DuÞ C . C Fyk ;
>
>
;
(16)
zk;j Z Azk ðj$DuÞ5 C Bzk ðj$DuÞ4 C . C Fzk
Du Z

lk
Mk

j Z 0; 1; .; Mk
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and summing up the resulting arc increments:
Sk Z

Mk
X

expressions in Eq. (12). The correct value for the spline
parameter is obtained by performing the below iteration:
ei
;
ðutest ÞiC1 Z ðutest Þi K
ðde=dutest Þi
(22)

Dsk;j

jZ1

Z

Mk qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
X
ðxk;j Kxk;jK1 Þ2 C ðyk;j Kyk;jK1 Þ2 C ðzk;j Kzk;jK1 Þ2
jZ1

(17)
3.1.2. Interpolation:
Although the spline is parameterized very closely to its
arc length, there will still be feedrate fluctuation if it is
interpolated by applying constant parameter increments
(Du), which are proportional to the desired arc increment
(Ds) in the form:
 
l
Du Z k $Ds
(18)
Sk
Furthermore, if the ratio of parameter range to segment
arc length differs as small as 5% between consecutive
segments (i.e. lk/SkslkC1/SkC1), this will also cause a
discontinuity in the feed profile where spline segments
connect. Such discontinuity will result in high frequency
acceleration and jerk harmonics, and will cause unwanted
vibrations by exciting the structural modes of the drive
system. In order to avoid such problems, the iterative
interpolation technique devised by Erkorkmaz and Altintas
[16] is applied. The basic idea is to solve the value of the
spline parameter u iteratively in real-time to realize the
desired arc displacement Ds as accurately as possible. This
is done by constructing the arc increment Dstest corresponding to the tested spline parameter value utest as:
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Dstest Z ðDxtest Þ2 C ðDytest Þ2 C ðDztest Þ2
where
Dxtest Z xtest Kxprev ; Dytest Z ytest Kyprev ;
Dztest Z ztest Kzprev
xtest Z Axk u5test C Bxk u4test C . C Fxk
ytest Z Ayk u5test

C Byk u4test
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(19)

C . C Fyk

ztest Z Azk u5test C Bzk u4test C . C Fzk
where xprev, yprev, and zprev are the axis commands applied in
the previous control sample. Then the error between the
desired and tested arc increment is evaluated as:
e Z Dsdes KDstest
(20)
The gradient of the error with respect to the tested spline
parameter is [16]:
de
Dx ðdx=duÞtest CDytest ðdy=duÞtest C Dztest ðdz=duÞtest
Z test
dutest
Dstest
(21)
where (dx/du)test, (dy/du)test, (dz/du)test are obtained by
substituting the value of utest into the first derivative

i : iteration number
until the magnitude of the arc increment error e is below
10K12. The initial guess for utest is obtained through
approximation of the nonlinear relationship between the
arc length S and spline parameter u with a feed correction
polynomial, constructed while estimating the total arc
length Sk for each segment through Eq. (17). Availability
of a close initial guess and an analytical gradient enables Eq.
(22) to converge reliably, within three iterations, at each
trajectory interpolation cycle [16].
3.2. Parameterization of add-in quintic spline
The add-in spline is parameterized by imposing
additional control knots, and first and second order
derivatives at these knots. Two different methods are
proposed: the under-corner approach and over-corner
approach, shown in Fig. 6(a) and (b), respectively. The
under-corner approach is suitable for machining sharp
corners in shorter time, while remaining within a given
toolpath tolerance (D). This technique helps reduce the
cycle time, and is applicable for feed drive systems with
high control bandwidth, which are capable of accurately
tracking the reference toolpath. Examples of such high
bandwidth servo controllers are feedforward control [18]
and adaptive sliding mode control [19].
The over-corner approach is based on smoothening the
toolpath outside the original corner, while still remaining
within the given tolerance (D). When low bandwidth servo
controllers such as P, P–PI or PID are used, the contour error
typically occurs as an undercut due to the large phase lag
inherent in the controller. The reference trajectory is
significantly ahead of the actual tool position, hence the
commanded position turns around the corner before the tool
is actually able to reach it. This results in the tool trajectory
being diverted away from the sharp corner, towards the
instantaneous reference position, which causes the undercut.
The over-corner approach is proposed for correcting this
problem, by slightly stretching the out reference toolpath,
and bringing the actual tool trajectory closer to the
originally intended sharp corner.
Both methods allow the corner to be machined without
stopping, while maintaining continuous position, velocity,
and acceleration profiles. In the following, they are
presented in detail.
3.2.1. Under-corner approach
The toolpath geometry for the under-corner spline
approach is shown in Fig. 6(a). D is the deviation from
the original toolpath, which is bounded by a given tolerance
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Fig. 6. Methodology for fitting a spline at the corner: (a) under-corner approach, (b) over-corner approach.

(D%Dmax) in order to ensure the dimensional integrity of
the produced part. d is the clearance left in connecting the
linear segments before the corner point Pcor(xc,yc). b is the
corner angle, Pstart(xs,ys) is the starting point, and Pend(xe,ye)
is the end point of the add-in spline. P2(x2,y2) is a midpoint
control knot, introduced to ensure the shape of the add-in
spline toolpath. r is the radius of curvature at P2, and the
distance from the curvature center C to Pstart and Pend. The
toolpath is generated by fitting two quintic spline segments,
from Pstart to P2, and from P2 to Pend. From geometry, it can
be verified that:

d0 Z

cosðb=2Þ
$D ;
1Ksinðb=2Þ max

r 0 Z d 0 $tanðb=2Þ

ensuring that DZDmax. Considering Fig. 7(a), the unit
tangent vectors t1 and t3 at the start and end points are
expressed as:
9
!
Pstart Pcor
ðxc Kxs Þi Cðyc Kys Þj
>
>
t1 Z ! Z pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ Z t1x $i Ct1y $j >
>
>
2
2
=
ðxc Kxs Þ Cðyc Kys Þ
jPstart Pcor j

!
>
Pcor Pend
ðxe Kxc Þi Cðye Kyc Þj
>
ﬃ Z t3x $i Ct3y $j >
>
t3 Z 
>
! Z pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
2
;
ðxe Kxc Þ Cðye Kyc Þ
jPcor Pend j

r Z d$tanðb=2Þ;
DZ

d
1Ksinðb=2Þ
Kr Z
$d
cosðb=2Þ
cosðb=2Þ

(24)

(25)
(23)

Given a desired linear clearance (d), the deviation from
the original toolpath (D) is calculated using Eq. (23). If this
violates the given toolpath tolerance (i.e. DODmax), then
the clearance d is reduced so that the deviation from the
original toolpath is within the given limit:

The unit bisector vector b which divides the corner angle
b in half is,
bZ

ðt3x Kt1x Þi C ðt3y Kt1y Þj
Kt1 C t3
Z qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
jKt1 C t3 j
ðt Kt Þ2 C ðt Kt Þ2
3x

Z bx $i C by $j

1x

3y

1y

(26)

Fig. 7. Identification of first and second derivative boundary conditions (i.e. tangents and normals) in parameterizing (a) under-corner, (b) over-corner spline
toolpath.
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Using the given corner position pc(xc,yc), the location of
the control knot P2 is determined as:
p2 Z pcor C D$b Z ðxc C Dbx Þi C ðyc C Dby Þj
Z p2x $i C p2y $j

(27)

The unit tangent at P2 is obtained from the tangents t1 and
t3 as,
t2 Z

ðt1x C t3x Þi C ðt1y C t3y Þj
t1 C t3
Z qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ Z t2x $i C t2y $j
jt1 C t3 j
ðt C t Þ2 C ðt C t Þ2
1x

3x

1y

3y
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generated by fitting three quintic segments: Pstart/P2,
P2/P3, and P3/Pend.
Given the start, corner, and end points Pstart(xs,ys),
Pcor(xc,yc), and Pend(xe,ye), the unit tangents t1 and t4 at
points Pstart and Pend are obtained as:
9
!
Pstart Pcor
ðxc Kxs Þi Cðyc Kys Þj
>
>
t1 Z ! Z pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ Z t1x $i Ct1y $j >
>
>
2
2
=
ðxc Kxs Þ Cðyc Kys Þ
jPstart Pcor j

!
>
Pcor Pend
ðxe Kxc Þi Cðye Kyc Þj
>
ﬃ Zt4x $i Ct4y $j >
>
t4 Z 
>
! Z pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
2
;
ðxe Kxc Þ Cðye Kyc Þ
jPcor Pend j

(28)

(31)

Since the corner spline connects two linear segments, the
second derivative (i.e. normal) vectors, which indicate
curvature at Pstart and Pend have to be zero:

Considering the geometry in Fig. 7(b), the tangents t2 and
t3 at points P2 and P3 are identical to t1 and t3, respectively:
)
t2 Z t1 /t2x $i Ct2y $j Z t1x $i Ct1y $j
(32)
t3 Z t4 /t3x $i Ct3y $j Z t4x $i Ct4y $j

n1 Z n3 Z 0

(29)

On the other hand, the normal vector at P2 needs to
impose a curvature of 1/r, in the direction of the bisector b:
1
1
n2 Z b Z ðbx $i C by $jÞ Z n2x $i C n2y $j
r
r

(30)

thus controlling the shape of the cornering spline. Using the
position boundary conditions of Pstart, P2, Pend, tangent
vectors t1, t2, t3, and normal vectors n1, n2, n3 defined in
Eqs. (25), (27)–(30), the two segment add-in quintic spline
is parameterized and interpolated as described in Section 3.1.

In determining the position of P2(x2,y2) and P3(x3,y3), the
direction of motion along the corner spline has to be known.
Defining the direction variable k, where kZ1 for clockwise
(CW), and kZK1 for counter-clockwise (CCW) motion, k
is obtained through the cross product of the tangent vectors
t1 and t4:
(
1; CW
k ZKsignðt1 !t4 Þ ZKsignðt1x t4y Kt1y t4x Þ Z
K1; CCW
(33)

3.2.2. Over-corner approach
The toolpath geometry for the over-corner spline is
"
   
0
p2x
pcx
p2 Zpc Ck$D$Rotð908Þ$t1 /
Z
Ck$D$
p2y
pcy
1
"
   
0
p3x
pcx
p3 Zpc Ck$D$Rotð908Þ$t4 /
Z
Ck$D$
p3y
pcy
1
shown in Fig. 6(b). Similar to the under-corner approach, D
is the deviation from the original toolpath where D%Dmax
has to hold. d is the linear segment clearance which can be in
the range: dZ(1.5–6.0)D. From experience, it was seen that
choosing dy(5.0–6.0)D resulted in the least contour error,
providing a smooth transition into and out of the cornering
spline. Two control knots p2(x2,y2) and P3(x3,y3) are
"
 
0
n2x
k
k
n2 Z $RotðK908Þ$t1 /
Z $
n2y
D
D K1
"
 
0
n3x
k
k
n3 Z $RotðK908Þ$t4 /
Z $
n3y
D
D K1

The position vectors p2(x2,y2) and p3(x3,y3) are obtained
in relation to the original corner location pc(xc,yc) as:
# " # "
#9
pcx Kk$D$t1y >
K1
t1x
>
>
$
Z
>
t1y
pcy Ck$D$t1x =
0
# " # "
#
(34)
pcx Kk$D$t4y >
K1
t4x
>
>
>
$
Z
;
t4y
pcy Ck$D$t4x
0
Where Rot(a)is the rotation matrix around the z-axis by
angle a [17]. Since the add-in spline connects two linear
segments, which have no curvature, the normal vectors at
Pstart and Pend have to be zero:
n1 Z n4 Z 0

(35)

The normal vectors at P2 and P3 are determined to
impose a curvature of 1/D, pointing towards the corner point
Pcor:
# " # "
#9
1
k$t1y =D >
t1x
>
>
$
Z
>
=
t1y
0
Kk$t1x =D >
# " # "
#
(36)
1
k$t4y =D >
t4x
>
>
>
$
Z
>
t4y
0
Kk$t4x =D ;

required for imposing the desired curvature, which
determines the toolpath shape. The add-in spline is

Using the position boundary conditions of Pstart, P2, P3,
Pend, tangent vectors t1, t2, t3, t4 and normal vectors n1,n2,
n3,n4 defined in Eqs. (31), (32), (34)–(36), the three segment
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add-in spline is parameterized and interpolated as described
in Section 3.1.
3.3. Determination of cornering feedrate along
add-in spline
The add-in spline is traveled at a constant feedrate, with
deceleration and acceleration being realized while the tool is
traveling on the linear path segments. In order to keep the
cornering time to a minimum, the cornering feedrate has to
be chosen as high as possible, while ensuring that the actual
tool motion does not violate the given tolerance Dmax. The
Virtual CNC, developed in Part I of this article is used for
determining the feedrate, so that the predicted contour error
always remains below the set tolerance.
An initial guess for the cornering feedrate is chosen and
the contouring performance around the corner is simulated.
The contour error profile is evaluated with respect to the
original sharp toolpath, using the technique described in
Section 2. A safety margin of 10% below the admissible
deviation Dmax is considered, in order to account for minor
discrepancies between the predicted and experimental
contour error profiles. The transition feedrate is adjusted
iteratively [20] until the maximum value of the predicted
contour error is just below 0.9!Dmax. The main advantage
of using the Virtual CNC for feedrate adjustment is that it
takes into account all major factors that affect the toolpath

accuracy; including the dynamics of the drive system and
control law, quality of the feedback instrumentation, nonlinearities such as stick-slip friction, actuator saturation and
backlash, and smoothness of the reference trajectory. In
return, this enables accurate tuning of the cornering
feedrate, in order to travel the modified corner in minimum
time while ensuring that the toolpath tolerance is not
violated.

4. Contour machining with actual and Virtual
CNC machines
The contouring accuracy improvement and cycle time
reduction, realized with the proposed toolpath modification
strategies, are demonstrated in experiments accompanied by
predictions obtained with the Virtual CNC. A Fadal VMC
2216 three axis machining center, controlled with an inhouse developed open architecture CNC [21] has been used
for conducting the experiments. The virtual model of this
machine was developed in Part I of this article [5]. The
under-corner approach has been tested using adaptive
sliding mode control (SMC) [19], which was designed to
have a sliding surface bandwidth of lZ200 rad/s (y32 Hz).
This bandwidth corresponds approximately to the disturbance rejection frequency of the control system. The SMC
also has inherent feedforward action, which effectively

Fig. 8. Contouring performance for 908 under-corner spline with sliding mode control.
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increases its command following bandwidth to 44 Hz,
making it suitable for accurately tracking the commanded
toolpath.
The over-corner approach was tested using P–PI control,
which is a commonly used structure in CNC drive systems.
The velocity loop is closed using PI control and the position
loop is closed in cascade using only proportional (P) control.
P–PI control possesses lower bandwidth, and therefore,
turns around corners with a larger phase lag. This results in
under-cut type of contouring errors, which will be
compensated by the over-corner approach. The P–PI
controller was tuned to yield an overall position tracking
bandwidth of 15 Hz, and has no feedforward action. Both
controllers have been implemented digitally at a sampling
period of 1.0 ms. The encoder feedback resolution in both
axes is 1.22 mm.
Experiments were conducted for turning around 90, 60,
and 308 corners. The original toolpaths consisted of two
50 mm long linear segments connecting at a sharp corner at
one of the mentioned angles. A constant feedrate of
100 mm/s is used for traveling along the linear toolpaths.
Trapezoidal acceleration profiling [5] with 2000 mm/s2
acceleration and 50000 mm/s3 jerk magnitude is used for
achieving smooth feedrate transitions. The original feed
profile consists of starting from rest, traveling along the first
linear segment at constant feed, decelerating to a full stop at
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the corner, accelerating and traveling at constant feed along
the second linear segment, and decelerating to a full stop
at the end of the toolpath. In the splined toolpaths, the speed
is decelerated to the cornering feedrate before the tool enters
the spline, and is accelerated back to the constant feedrate of
100 mm/s as the tool resumes traveling along the linear
portion of the toolpath.
The under and over-corner approaches were first tested in
the Virtual CNC. The transition feedrate was adjusted to
ensure that the predicted contour error would remain within
the given tolerance. The same tests were then replicated on
the actual machine, which produced results in close
agreement with the predictions. Each experiment was
repeated three times, to ensure reliability of the results.
Simulation and experimental results for contouring with
the under-corner approach are shown in Figs. 8–10. In
testing the under-corner approach, a toolpath tolerance of
DmaxZ10 mm was used. The contouring accuracy and
cornering time for each case has been summarized in
Table 1. The cornering time was determined by removing
the durations required to execute identical parts between the
original and modified trajectories, from the total cycle time
of each trajectory. These identical parts consisted of
accelerating from rest at the beginning of the first linear
segment, approaching the corner at a constant feedrate,
leaving the corner at a constant feedrate, and decelerating to

Fig. 9. Contouring performance for 608 under-corner spline with sliding mode control.
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Fig. 10. Contouring performance for 308 under-corner spline with sliding mode control.

a stop at the end of the second linear segment. These
durations were estimated by analyzing the reference
trajectory profiles in each case.
For the 908 corner angle, the resulting clearance length
and corner radius are dZ24.14 mm and rZ24.14 mm. The
adjusted transition feedrate is fZ6.31 mm/s. The original
and modified toolpaths, and their corresponding contour
error profiles are shown in Fig. 8. Considering Fig. 8(a), it is
seen that the predicted and actual toolpaths are very close to
each other, and both of them follow the commanded corner
closely, with some overshoot after turning around the
corner. In the case of the modified toolpath in Fig. 8(b),
the actual tool position is also close to the original toolpath.
The overshoot, although slightly larger in amplitude, dies
out more rapidly. Considering the contour error profiles
presented in Fig. 8(c) and (d), the maximum experimental

contour error for the unmodified toolpath is 7.8 and 9.9 mm
for the modified case, both of which are within the tolerance
of 10 mm. Considering Table 1, the original cornering time
of 185 ms is reduced by 2.16% to 181 ms by splining the
toolpath, while preserving the contouring tolerance.
In case of the 608 corner angle, the clearance length and
corner radius are dZ17.32 and rZ10.00 mm. Due to the
smaller radius, the transition feedrate is also lower (fZ
5.27 mm/s). The contouring results are shown in Fig. 9.
Considering Fig. 9(a), the predicted and actual toolpaths are
again very close to each other, and show a similar trend to
the 908 corner case. In the contour error profiles in Fig. 9(c)
and (d), the maximum experimental contour error for the
unmodified and modified toolpaths are 8.2 and 9.9 mm in the
mentioned order, which are within the given tolerance. As
indicated in Table 1, the original cornering time of 185 ms

Table 1
Summary of contouring results for under-corner spline with sliding mode servo control—toolpath tolerance: 10 mm
Corner toolpath

Maximum contour error (mm)
Simulation

Experiment

908—Sharp corner
908—Splined toolpath
608—Sharp corner
608—Splined toolpath
308—Sharp corner
308—Splined toolpath

7.5
9.2
7.7
9.6
8.6
9.0

7.8
9.9
8.2
9.9
8.9
9.7

Cornering time (ms)

Relative cornering time (%)

185
181
185
182
183
181

100.00
97.84
100.00
98.38
100.00
98.91
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has been reduced by 1.62% to 182 ms by modifying the
toolpath.
For the 308 corner, the clearance length and corner radius
are dZ13.03 mm and rZ3.49 mm. The transition feedrate is
fZ3.06 mm/s, to account for the high curvature. The
contouring results are shown in Fig. 10. Considering
Fig. 10(a) and (b), it is seen that the predicted and actual
toolpaths are very close, and the overshoot exhibits
similarity to the 90 and 608 cases. In the contour error
profiles in Fig. 10(c) and (d), the maximum experimental
contour error for the unmodified and modified toolpaths are
8.9 and 9.7 mm, respectively, which are within the 10 mm
limit. Considering Table 1, the cornering time reduction
achieved by modifying the toolpath is 1.09%.
In the under-corner tests, it was demonstrated that around
1.0–2.5% reduction in cornering time can be achieved, by
splining the toolpath to draw a small arc instead of traveling
to the end of the sharp corner. This was done while ensuring
that the actual tool motion remained within the given
tolerance around the original toolpath, as verified experimentally. Although the cornering time reduction is not very
large, its effect would still be evident in reducing the
machining cycle time for complex parts, such as dies and
molds.
Simulation and experimental results for contouring with
the over-corner approach are shown in Figs. 11–13. In
testing the over-corner approach, a toolpath tolerance of
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Dmax 30 mm was used. The larger tolerance was chosen to
account for the lower tracking accuracy of the P–PI
controller, due to its low bandwidth compared to the sliding
mode controller. The clearance length was chosen as dZ
6DmaxZ180 mm in all cases. The smallest radius of
curvature on the toolpath was rZDmaxZ30 mm. The
contouring accuracy and cornering time for each case has
been summarized in Table 2.
The simulated and experimental contouring results for
the 908 angle are shown Fig. 11. Considering Fig. 11(a), it is
seen that the P–PI controller is not able to turn the sharp
corner accurately, and results in a sizeable under-cut due to
its large phase lag. Contour error violation points, which
have been marked on the toolpath, indicate a geometric
deviation of up to 288.9 mm from the original trajectory,
which was determined by evaluating the contour error
profile in Fig. 11(c). The simulated and experimentally
recorded profiles are in close agreement, indicating reliable
prediction by the Virtual CNC. The contouring profile with
the modified toolpath is shown in Fig. 11(b). The transition
feedrate in this case was adjusted to fZ2.66 mm/s, in order
to satisfy the contouring accuracy requirement. Considering
Fig. 11(d), it is seen that the maximum value of the
experimental contour error is 29.2 mm, which is within the
specified tolerance of 30 mm. Although the over-corner
approach helps maintain the toolpath tolerance by counteracting the under-cut, the additional travel length and low

Fig. 11. Contouring performance for 908 over-corner spline with P–PI servo control.
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Fig. 12. Contouring performance for 608 over-corner spline with P–PI servo control.

Fig. 13. Contouring performance for 308 over-corner spline with P–PI servo control.
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Table 2
Summary of contouring results for over-corner spline with P–PI servo control—toolpath tolerance: 30 mm
Corner toolpath

Maximum contour error (mm)
Simulation

Experiment

908—Sharp corner
908—Splined toolpath
608—Sharp corner
608—Splined toolpath
308—Sharp corner
308—Splined toolpath

279.5
27.9
318.3
27.2
342.1
27.7

288.9
29.2
327.9
28.8
349.7
28.3

cornering feedrate that it requires significantly increase the
cornering time. Considering the results summarized in
Table 2, it is seen that the original cornering time of 187 ms
increases by 80.75% to 338 ms while realizing the overcorner toolpath for the 908 corner.
Contouring results for the 608 angle are shown in Fig. 12.
The maximum experimental contour error for the original
toolpath is 327.9 mm. By splining the corner and adjusting
the transition feedrate to fZ2.42 mm/s, the maximum value
of the contour error is reduced to 28.8 mm, which is within
the given tolerance. This is done at the expense of increasing
the cornering time from 185 to 359 ms, which corresponds
to a 94.05% increase.
The results for the 308 angle are shown in Fig. 13, which
carry a similar trend to those obtained for the 90 and 608
cases. In this case, the maximum experimental contour error
is 349.7 mm for the unmodified sharp corner. By modifying
the toolpath with the over-corner spline, which is traveled at
fZ1.98 mm/s, the maximum value of the contour error is
reduced to 28.3 mm. The increase in cornering time, paid as
the trade-off for reducing the contour error, is 101.62% as
indicated in Table 2.
The over-corner test results indicate the possibility of
improving the contouring accuracy at sharp corners by
stretching out the original corner with a smooth curve, in
order to counteract the undercut effect of low bandwidth
controllers. By planning the corner spline to remain within
the toolpath tolerance, and adjusting the transition feedrate
in the Virtual CNC environment, the possibility of ensuring
a desired contouring accuracy has been experimentally
demonstrated. Naturally, the contouring tolerance has to be
specified within a reasonable range, which can be attained
with the combination of the given drive system, servo
controller, feedback device, and trajectory generation
technique. The trade-off of the over-corner approach is the
increase in cornering time, which was observed to be around
80–100%. Both the under-corner and over-corner methods
were demonstrated to yield successful results for different
corner angles ranging from 30 to 908.

5. Conclusion
A trajectory planning strategy has been developed for
maintaining the tool positioning accuracy in corner

Cornering time (ms)

Relative cornering time (%)

187
338
185
359
185
373

100.00
180.75
100.00
194.05
100.00
201.62

machining applications, by taking advantage of the
accurate contour error prediction capability of the Virtual
CNC. Two spline fitting techniques have been developed.
The under-corner approach reduces the toolpath length,
and therefore the cornering time, and is suitable for drives
with high bandwidth. The over-corner approach helps
counteract the ‘under-cut’ caused by the phase lag of low
bandwidth controllers. Adjustment of the transition
feedrate on the Virtual CNC ensures that contour error
violation does not occur on the real machine. Both
methods were demonstrated to yield successful results
with close agreement between experiments conducted on
real and Virtual CNC machines.
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